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Even though relations between the Jewish people and the Roman state were sometimes strained to the point of warfare and
bloodshed, Jewish military service between the 1st century BCE to the 6th century CE is attested by multiple sources.
This is Book 2 in the Lucinda Trilogy. Joe, Lucinda's friend, has disappeared when his attempt at time travel went wrong. Where did
he go? Can Lucinda, a powerful psychic, energy intuitive and a veteran of time travel, find him and return him safely to the present?
The Ninth Master discovers who killed his parents when he was four years old and the secret they held for which they were murdered.
This leads him on to search for two Crucifixion nails, relics of great power, held by the Fallen Lords of the Paths of Darkness.
Lucinda joins him in the search which takes them to an unexpected location. Meanwhile, the world is approaching over closer to
apocalyptic disaster after the Great Lord, Anzu, makes an appearance.
This collection of essays is the first volume in a new series, Oxford Studies on the Roman Economy. Edited by the series editors, it
focuses on the economic performance of the Roman empire, analysing the extent to which Roman political domination of the
Mediterranean and north-west Europe created the conditions for the integration of agriculture, production, trade, and commerce
across the regions of the empire. Using the evidence of both documents and archaeology, the contributors suggest how we can derive
a quantified account of economic growth and contraction in the period of the empire's greatest extent and prosperity.
Prentice-Hall Federal Tax Course
Frontiers in the Roman World
The Barbarian Invasions of Italy
Lucinda: Retribution
Oscar and Lucinda
The ancient Middle East was the theater of passionate interaction between Phoenicians,
Aramaeans, Arabs, Jews, Greeks, and Romans. At the crossroads of the Mediterranean,
Mesopotamia, and the Arabian peninsula, the area dominated by what the Romans called
Syria was at times a scene of violent confrontation, but more often one of peaceful
interaction, of prosperous cultivation, energetic production, and commerce--a crucible of
cultural, religious, and artistic innovations that profoundly determined the course of
world history. Maurice Sartre has written a long overdue and comprehensive history of the
Semitic Near East (modern Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Israel) from the eve of the Roman
conquest to the end of the third century C.E. and the dramatic rise of Christianity.
Sartre's broad yet finely detailed perspective takes in all aspects of this history, not
just the political and military, but economic, social, cultural, and religious
developments as well. He devotes particular attention to the history of the Jewish
people, placing it within that of the whole Middle East. Drawing upon the full range of
ancient sources, including literary texts, Greek, Latin, and Semitic inscriptions, and
the most recent archaeological discoveries, The Middle East under Rome will be an
indispensable resource for students and scholars. This absorbing account of intense
cultural interaction will also engage anyone interested in the history of the Middle
East.
The Danubian provinces represent one of the largest macro-units within the Roman Empire,
with a large and rich heritage of Roman material evidence. Although the notion itself is
a modern 18th-century creation, this region represents a unique area, where the dominant,
pre-Roman cultures (Celtic, Illyrian, Hellenistic, Thracian) are interconnected within
the new administrative, economic and cultural units of Roman cities, provinces and extraprovincial networks. This book presents the material evidence of Roman religion in the
Danubian provinces through a new, paradigmatic methodology, focusing not only on the
traditional urban and provincial units of the Roman Empire, but on a new space taxonomy.
Roman religion and its sacralized places are presented in macro-, meso- and micro-spaces
of a dynamic empire, which shaped Roman religion in the 1st-3rd centuries AD and created
a large number of religious glocalizations and appropriations in Raetia, Noricum,
Pannonia Superior, Pannonia Inferior, Moesia Superior, Moesia Inferior and Dacia.
Combining the methodological approaches of Roman provincial archaeology and religious
studies, this work intends to provoke a dialogue between disciplines rarely used together
in central-east Europe and beyond. The material evidence of Roman religion is interpreted
here as a dynamic agent in religious communication, shaped by macro-spaces, extraprovincial routes, commercial networks, but also by the formation and constant dynamics
of small group religions interconnected within this region through human and material
mobilities. The book will also present for the first time a comprehensive list of
sacralized spaces and divinities in the Danubian provinces.
This volume presents the proceedings of the ninth workshop of the international network
'Impact of Empire', which concentrates on the history of the Roman Empire. It focuses on
different ways in which Rome created, changed and influenced (perceptions of) frontiers.
movie tie-in edition
A Cumulative Author List Representing Library of Congress Printed Cards and Titles
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Reported by Other American Libraries
Space Sacralisation and Religious Communication During the Principate (1st–3rd Century
AD)
Sessional Papers of the Dominion of Canada
Choosing your baby’s name is incredibly important, as the name carries a unique weight and meaning that the girl
or boy will carry for life. The meaning of a name is often the reason behind the choice, but what about other more
fascinating influences? Astrology has helped shape and guide us for millennia, and can even reveal hidden aspects
of our potential and personality. The stars are able to give a fresh dimension to our names, so selecting one isn’t
the exclusive reserve of the newly born, but is for adults, too! If you’re looking for a name to suit your child (or
even yourself!), this comprehensive A–Z guide from Russell Grant is ideal. Arranged by sun sign, with a special
appendix covering the planetary rulers, it has everything you need to decide on the right name to bring out the
best in your baby or you, including a special fact file for each zodiac sign, how the planets influence every name,
and thousands of names from around the world. Choosing your baby’s name has never been so much fun!
Lucinda is an obscure psychic working in a London backstreet. she is plucked out of her hum-drum job to
undertake a quest for the Lords of the Path of Purest Light. Her mission: to locate two missing nails - relics from
the Crucifixion Cross. These nails have immense power for good or evil to their possessor. Her adversary in this
quest is the Ninth Master - a powerful psychic working for the Fallen Lords of the Paths of Darkness. On her quest,
Lucinda travels back in time to 6th Century Egypt and 9th Century Ireland. Are the nails to be found in the
scorching deserts of Egypt or the stormy, rocky fastness of Skellig Michael, an island off the south-west coast of
Ireland? And why is it so important that these nails are found?
LucindaRomanLucindaRomanLucindaRomanLucindaRomanLucindaRomanThe Palmyrenes of Dura-EuroposA Study
of Religious Interaction in Roman SyriaBRILL
The Greco-Roman East
A Companion to the Hellenistic and Roman Near East
Palmyra
Roman
The Frenchline
*Includes pictures of art depicting important people, places, and events. *Describes the different classes of Roman gladiators and
the armor and weaponry they used. *Describes gladiatorial combat and the myths and misconceptions about the fight. *Includes
footnotes and a bibliography for further reading. "He vows to endure to be burned, to be bound, to be beaten, and to be killed by
the sword." - The gladiator's oath, according to Petronius in the Satyricon. Gladiators are somewhat synonymous with ancient
Rome, and even thousands of years after they performed on the sands, when people are asked about Roman culture, many think
about and refer to the bloody spectacles of men fighting to the death in the arena. Gladiatorial combat is often regarded as
barbaric, and most find it very difficult to comprehend how people could have enjoyed watching something so violent, but
nevertheless, the spectacle still intrigues and fascinates people today, whether in movies like Gladiator or television shows about
Spartacus. Gladiatorial combat traces its origins back to the early Republican period from the 5th-3rd century B.C., but it's still
unclear where these combats first appeared. Credit has been given to both the Etruscans in northern Italy and the Campanians in
southern Italy, though the first recorded gladiatorial combat occurred in the 3rd century B.C. at the funeral of D. Junius Brutus
Pera. His sons organized a combat between three different pairs of gladiators who fought at their father's grave, but exactly what
these first gladiatorial combats were supposed to represent remains unclear. Some believe that the spilling of human blood was a
way of offering a sacrifice to the dead, while others suggest that the contests themselves were a funeral offering in honor of the
dead. Gladiatorial combat began in the Republican period and was associated with death and burial, but due to its popularity it
became an organized form of entertainment in the Imperial Age, and even as the gladiators were considered low class, they were
also admired, leading to some Roman men and women volunteering to become gladiators. Whatever the original role of
gladiatorial combats, they thrilled Roman audiences for many centuries. Each match usually pitted one type of gladiator against a
different type of gladiator, with each having their own kind of armor, weaponry and fighting style. For example, the retiarius was a
gladiator that used a net, dagger and trident as his offensive weapons, while only wearing a protective guard over his left arm for
protection. The retiarius would typically fight against the secutor, a gladiator armed with a sword, large shield, helmet and
protective covering on his right arm and left leg. Therefore, a retiarius sacrificed armor for quickness in battle, while the secutor did
the opposite. Although people often think of gladiators fighting to the death, the outcome of gladiatorial combats was not always
fatal for one of the participants. If a gladiator fought well, the sponsor of the show could spare him, particularly if the crowd desired
it. The fact that the outcome of matches was never the same and the crowd could help determine the result of the match certainly
added to the Roman public's pleasure, making it a lot less surprising that such an abhorrent spectacle still fascinated the modern
world. The Roman Gladiators: The History and Legacy of Ancient Rome's Most Famous Warriors examines the history of the
gladiators and the games they participated in, explaining what life and death was like for the men who fought in Rome's most
famous form of entertainment. Along with pictures depicting important people, places, and events, you will learn about gladiators
like you never have before.
A cumulative list of works represented by Library of Congress printed cards.
The Booker Prize-winning novel--now a major motion picture from Fox Searchlight Pictures. This sweeping, irrepressibly inventive
novel, is a romance, but a romance of the sort that could only take place in nineteenth-century Australia. For only on that sprawling
continent--a haven for misfits of both the animal and human kingdoms--could a nervous Anglican minister who gambles on the
instructions of the Divine become allied with a teenaged heiress who buys a glassworks to help liberate her sex. And only the
prodigious imagination of Peter Carey could implicate Oscar and Lucinda in a narrative of love and commerce, religion and
colonialism, that culminates in a half-mad expedition to transport a glass church across the Outback.
The Middle East Under Rome
A History
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Gateway to the West
Proceedings of the Ninth Workshop of the International Network Impact of Empire (Durham, 16-19 April 2009)
Annual report of the Department of Indian Affairs

1970 includes special supplement: Concise explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1969.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work was reproduced from the original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this
work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a historical
artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant.
"Report of the Dominion fishery commission on the fisheries of the province of Ontario, 1893", issued as vol. 26, no. 7,
supplement.
Zodiac Baby Names
geheimnisvolle Liebe ; Roman
Library of Congress Catalogs
Quantifying the Roman Economy
Military Service and the Integration of Jews into the Roman Empire
This volume provides a reconstruction of the religion of Palmyrenes in Dura-Europos on the basis of
archaeological remains, and focuses upon the religious interaction between this migrant community and
their new residence.
This book considers the relationship between commedia dell arte and early operatic forms, from the
court operas of the first years of the seventeenth century, through semi-private productions in Rome,
to the public stages of Venice over fifty years later. While musicology has largely ignored the
commedia dell arte, except in cases of specifically comic opera characters, this book offers a
corrective. The importance of serious commedia characters and situations for the development of opera
is articulated, with particular attention given to the prime donne innamorate and the use of lament.
Through a series of case studies that situate side by side commedia dell arte plays, pedagogical texts
on acting, and some of the century s best-known operatic works, the book illustrates how sound itself
functioned as a crucial and influential component of commedia dell arte dramaturgy. Furthermore, it
argues that the aural epistemology of the commedia dell arte theatre in which the gender, class,
geographic origins, motivations and predilections of each character were audible in their voice trained
Italian audiences in habits of listening that rendered the musical drama of opera verisimilar according
to existing dramatic norms, thus underwriting the success of the genre. Vincenzo Galilei s 1581
exhortation for composers to listen to the speech of the commedia actors for inspiration on how to make
their music expressive is used to contextualize the link between the sound of the commedia dell arte
and that of early opera.The first chapter introduces commedia dell arte and its stock characters, with
particular attention paid to the sound of the genre as a whole and the use of music within spoken
dramatic performances. Subsequent chapters examine Monteverdi s early opera "L Arianna "(of which only
the famous lament survives) and his "Il Ritorno d Ulisse" and "L incoronazione" "di Poppea," as well as
some of the first operas in the comic vein, often written by commedia practitioners such as Giovan
Battista Andreini. The conclusion looks at how the new genre of opera, both serious and comic, comes to
fruition in Cavalli s large-scale Venetian operas of the 1650s. Throughout, the book articulates the
productive overlapping of the worlds of commedia dell arte and early opera, from shared audiences and
performing venues, to shared actors/singers (especially female, such as the first Arianna, the actress
and Giovan Battista s wife, Virgina Ramponi Andreini), who brought their spoken-theater prowess to
their impersonation of operatic characters and helped disseminate the new genre on the Italian stage
and beyond. "
“Elkhorn Tavern has the beauty of Shane and the elegiac dignity of Red River without the false glamour
or sentimentality of those classic Western films... Mr. Jones is at home among the ridges and hardwoods
of a frontier valley... He holds us still and compels us to notice what we live in.”—The New York Times
Book Review From Douglas C. Jones, an author the Los Angeles Times called "a superb storyteller and
authentic chronicler of the American West," comes a classic Civil War novel, long out of print but
considered one of the great titles of the genre. With her husband gone east to fight for the
Confederate Army, Ora Hasford is left alone to tend to her Arkansas farm and protect her two teenage
children, Calpurnia and Roman. But only a short distance away, in the shadow of Pea Ridge, a storm is
gathering. In a clash to decide control over the western front, two opposing armies prepare for a
brutal, inevitable battle. Beset by soldiers, bushwhackers, and jayhawkers, the Hasfords' home stands
unprotected in what will soon be one of the worst battlegrounds in the West.
National Union Catalog
Roman Religion in the Danubian Provinces
The History and Legacy of Ancient Rome's Most Famous Warriors
Elkhorn Tavern
Regina: Or the Sins of the Fathers

Publisher Description
Palmyra: A History examines Palmyra, the city in the Syrian oasis of Tadmur, from its beginnings in the Bronze Age, through the classical period
and its discovery and excavation, to the present day. It aims at reconstructing Palmyra’s past from literary accounts – classical and post-classical – as
well as material evidence of all kinds: inscriptions, coins, art and of course the remains of Palmyra’s monumental architecture. After exploring the
earliest inhabitation of Tadmur, the volume moves through the Persian and Hellenistic periods, to the city’s zenith. Under the Romans, Palmyra was
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unique among the cities of the empire because it became a political factor in its own right in the third century AD, when the Roman military was
overpowered by Sassanian invaders and Palmyrene troops stepped in. Sommer’s assessment of Palmyra under Rome therefore considers how
Palmyra achieved such an exceptional role in the Roman Near East, before its demise under the Umayyad Empire. The volume also examines the
century-long history of archaeological and historical research at Palmyra, from its beginnings under Ottoman rule and the French mandate in the
1920s to the recent satellite based prospection carried out by German archaeologists. A closing chapter examines the occupation of the site by ISIS
during the Syrian conflict, and the implications of the destruction there on the ruins, the archaeological finds and future investigations, and heritage
in Syria more broadly. Palmyra offers academics, students and the interested reader alike the first full treatment in English of this fascinating site,
providing a comprehensive account of the city’s origins, rise and fall.
Discover a comprehensive and cross-disciplinary handbook exploring several sub-regions and key themes perfect for a new generation of students A
Companion to the Hellenistic and Roman Near East delivers the first complete handbook in the area of Hellenistic and Roman Near Eastern history.
The book is divided into sections dealing with interdisciplinary source material, each with a great deal of regional variety and engaging with several
key themes. It integrates discussions of the classical Near East with the typical undergraduate teaching syllabus in the Anglo-Saxon world. All
contributors in this edited volume are leading scholars in their field, with a combination of established researchers and academics, and emerging
voices. Contributors hail from countries across several continents, and work in various disciplines, including Ancient History, Archaeology, Art
History, Epigraphy, Numismatics, and Oriental Studies. In addition to furthering the integration of the Levantine lands in the classical periods into the
teaching canon, the book offers readers: The first comprehensively structured Companion and edited handbook on the Hellenistic and Roman Near
East Extensive regional and sub-regional variety in the cross-disciplinary source material A way to compensate for the recent destruction of
monuments in the region and the new generation of researchers’ inability to examine these historical stages in person An integration of the study of
the Hellenistic and Roman Near East with traditional undergraduate teaching syllabi in the Anglo-Saxon world Perfect for undergraduate history
and classics students studying the Near East, A Companion to the Hellenistic and Roman Near East will also earn a place in the libraries of graduate
students and scholars working within Near Eastern studies, as well as interested members of the public with a passion for history.
Methods and Problems
The Roman Gladiators
Oscar und Lucinda
Old World Archaeology Newsletter
Australian National Bibliography: 1992
Includes entries for maps and atlases.
Nails of the Crucifixion
Politics, Culture, Society
Books: subjects
Creating a Historic Furnishings Plan for the Ticknor-Campbell House with Probate Inventory Research
The Palmyrenes of Dura-Europos
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